eScapes Network LLC
25 South Monroe Street, Suite 200
Monroe, Michigan 48161 USA

Viewer Responses
05/12/2011 through 12/31/2013
I love your network! Thanks!
Denise – via www.escapesTV.com
This is by far the best station I have ever come across. Having this on simply makes me feel
amazingly happy, peaceful and totally relaxed. I wish there were a radio station with this
awesome music playing 24/7. And the scenery is awesome. THANK YOU!; It occurred to me that
this should be a station available to people in hospitals, hospice facilities, and so many more
places where people are in stressful situations. Beautiful!
Mary Pat Rough – via Email
Hi, thanks a lot for this beautiful channel, we needed it.
Olwing Ponce – via Email
Me gusta este programa de tv
Marlene - Holland, OH
An innovative, inspiring new approach to media connection with the public. Keep up this
excellent programming. Thank You.
William Williams – Perrysburg, OH
I recently discovered your program on Buckeye Cable and am delighted. I enjoy it at home
instead of the radio. We are trying to get it in our cancer center for the waiting room. Do you
have online streaming? Thanks and keep up the superb quality of photography and music.
Joyce Vernier – Sylvania, OH
I would just like to say first that my wife and I LOVE your eScapes channel. The music is so
relaxing and the videos and amazing and breath-taking. I never even knew about this well,
thanks for your time and thanks for your relaxing channel. Your hearing from your newest fans :)
channel until I was flipping around and stumbled upon it. Now my wife and I are always
watching/listening. It is really addictive!! Each time we watch we see new and interesting video.
Have a great day!!!
Mitchell Palmer – via Email
What a great visual and musical marriage. Congrats and bravo!!!
Herbie Russ – via Facebook
My family and I love watching/listening to eScapes TV. It is a great way to wind-down after a
busy day. Thanks for giving us the chance to see the world from our living room!
Julie Borman – Toledo, OH
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Just want to let you know I think eScapes is a great relaxing way to unwind to beautiful scenes
and soothing music. A great way to feel like you are on a vacation and escaping. Thanks for the
beautiful photography and music!! Keep up the good work! Love it !
Nancy Langenderfer – via Email
Priceless!
Tyree Mason – via Email
We just love eScapes, a wonderful idea.
James Buerk – Toledo, OH
I never write to any TV or radio stations, but in your case, I must make an exception. eScapes is
one of the best ideas for a TV channel that I've ever seen! I pay Comcast $260/month for a fully
loaded HD cable package and I find myself spending more time on eScapes than on anything I
have on cable. I've been a smooth jazz aficionado since the early 1970's and I have to say your
choice of music, combined with superb on-air personalities and beautiful vistas is just about
impossible to turn off. I've been telling all my friends about your channel and everyone wants it.
When I have friends over, I keep your channel on throughout the house and get nothing but
rave reviews. They're all asking if your channel will appear on Comcast in the Portland, Oregon
and Vancouver, Washington area. I hope one day it will. Keep up the great work and you know
where my big satellite dish will be tuned! Best,
Jerry Carathers – Portland, OR
Great channel. Please continue. Visited sick friend who had it on 24/7. Said it's the only decent
channel on cable.
Massillon Cable Survey – Female, 46-56 years
What a great idea for a television channel. I love it. Just by looking at the pictures, I already feel
relaxed. Kind of like a mini vacation for workaholics.
Amy Flannery – via Facebook
Love everything you do! I guess I could go on and on. Thanks!
Barbara Garrett – via www.escapesTV.com
Since our cable company added eScapes to the lineup, that's what I have on the TV all day long
for background music/scenery. No more plain XM! Obviously I'm loving it. Thanks again for a
wonderful TV choice.
Lynn Bauer - via www.escapesTV.com
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I really enjoy the eScapes network! We even have it on sometimes at night to sleep to. We have
get-togethers with family and friends around the holidays and usually have a local radio station
on in the background that plays holiday music 24/7...from Thanksgiving until New Year’s Day.
This year I thought we'd have eScapes on instead, not only for the audio, but for the visual effect
as well.
Denise - via www.escapesTV.com
I absolutely love your station! I watch it on Buckeye Cable and it's probably my second most
watched program. Sports programing would be #1, but even that is quite often just background
noise for whatever I'm doing. If my TV isn't on sports, it's on eScapes. I truly hope things are
going well for you and you are adding to the cable systems that use you.
Willie Geiser – Holland, OH
First of all, I love this program. It is relaxing, enjoyable music and a way of seeing the world.
Linda Wolf – Sylvania, OH
WOW! I repeat WOW!!!
Barry Holden – Ontario, Canada
The eScapes Network is my new favorite channel. It's a vacation in my own home.
Frank Colarusso – via Facebook
Please add it to your line-up permanently. It is so relaxing-the music & scenes! I sometimes
leave it on all day as background music while working. What a hit!!!!
Massillon Cable Survey – Male, 56+ years
I just wanted to say thank you for such a great program. I love to watch all the beautiful scenery
& listen to the relaxing music.
Juliette – via www.escapesTV.com
I just found you online, can't believe I haven’t found you before this. This is 200% me, the music
is what I love and I had to get XM to get this type of music. The photos are so perfect, eScapes is
perfect for me. This type of music is so soothing.
Mark Grover – Monmouth, IL
We both like it. It's soothing to watch and listen to. Half the time there's nothing but cr@p on TV
so it's refreshing to watch/listen to.
Massillon Cable Survey – Male, 46-55 years
Hi. I'm emailing you all the way from the obscure central valley, Ca. This is amazing!! I love it
when I can turn on the TV and listen to music. Thanks.
Joe Mack – Fresno, CA
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I love it. Awesome views and good music.
Massillon Cable Survey – Male, 46-55 years
Great channel that you should keep! I watch it every night.
Massillon Cable Survey – Male, 56+ years
We had it on while entertaining. Our guests enjoyed eScapes very much.
Massillon Cable Survey – Female, 56+ years
We would like to carry your programming on our translator system in central Minnesota. You
would complement our lineup. Thanks!
Jim Borgrund, Selective TV
What good fortune I had to have read the feature article in a recent "Toledo Blade"....I may,
otherwise, have never found your delightful program! Thank you for your excellent
programming.
Chuck Riley – Toledo, OH
I turn eScapes on when I want something in the background or just want to relax. The scenery is
great.
Massillon Cable Survey – Male, 56+ years
Not only do I enjoy - I was at my brother's house this past week and he was watching and
enjoying it also.
Massillon Cable Survey – Female, 56+ years
Keep it coming...
Massillon Cable Survey – Male, 36-45 years
Your station is an excellent change of pace station rather than most of the inane programming
on other channels. I like the smooth jazz and pastoral videos. Thank you for "listening."
Walter Van Zee – Fresno, CA
I wish I could get it on my old digital TV's too like I do on my HD TV. Then I could have it in every
room in the house!!
Massillon Cable Survey – Female, 56+ years
Keep it! Relaxation is priceless!
Massillon Cable Survey – Male, 56+ years
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eScapes is very relaxing. Great for background music while reading a book or viewing to relax
with after a stressful day.
Massillon Cable Survey – Male, 46-55 years
I love eScapes.
Massillon Cable Survey – Male, 36-45 years
Thoroughly enjoy the scenery & music on eScapes, so pleasant.
Sarah Stamps – Fresno, CA
Driving to a friend’s home tonight to watch/listen to eScapes. It's a shame I have to leave home
to enjoy this wonderful channel as Charter doesn't offer this amazing footage. May have to
switch carriers eventually. We shall see who offers this first in the Monroe viewing area.
Penny Bodell – via Facebook
Hello eScapes...you are really amazing.
Carlos Mairena
Just a note to say, NEAT CHANNEL and NEAT CONCEPT! Caught it for the first time on a Friday
night after a long week, and it was perfect relaxing as visitors came-over.
Jim Carlyle – Ionia, MI
We love eScapes. A brilliant idea! And so close to home, Toledo, Ohio. Thank you!
Darla Hamrick – Toledo, OH
Thank you so much for the scenes of the Orleans Cathedral. I can't begin to tell you how much I
enjoy your programming. I watch every day! Your program makes me happy!
Barbara Garrett - Sandusky, OH
The scenes and music is great!I eScapes every evening with the best that you have and I love it!
Bernard Martinez – Merced, CA
Nice! I really enjoy your channel!
Bob, Charlotte, NC
A friend told me of your show last spring and my husband and I love it. We tune in several times
a day to see where you are. It is very relaxing and takes our minds off all the crazy things going
on today. We have seen a few places that we have already been and a lot of places we will try
and visit. Keep up the good work. Love to wind down at night with a few scenes from eScapes....
Pat, Wooster, OH
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I watch your channel fifty percent of the day, if not more.
Dale – Fresno, CA
I subscribe to Massillon Cable in Massillon Ohio and love eScapes.
Jeff Fostyk – Massillon, OH
I like your program, is very relaxing. I watch it a lot. I like the different ships coming in and out of
port segment. You people are doing a great job. Please keep up the good work, and I will keep
watching. Thanks!
Marshall Pfoutz – Toledo, OH
Just wanted to let you know that you have the best programing on TV period...thanks enjoy your
programs...one great idea.
Mike Pasko – Temperance, MI
I listen/watch eScapes at home all the time and love it! I would like to be able to listen to it at
work on my laptop.
Mark Birsen-Toledo, OH
I am the General Manager of the Laurens Municipal Communications Utility and I am interested
in learning more about eScapes and the possibility of carrying this channel our our Cable TV
system. Can you send me some information?
Chad Cleveland, Laurens Municipal Comm
Loved your segment on the Toledo Zoo. Keep up the good work, love, love, love your shows.
Thanks.
Pat-Wooster, OH
I enjoy eScapes on a daily basis.
Sarah Stamps-Fresno, CA
Until July 4th, I had never seen such beautiful scenes.
Marice Briggs – Erie, MI
First let me say that eScapes is fast becoming my favorite channel on TV. I love it. I really like the
pop music you have been playing instead of a steady diet of progressive jazz. Thanks for that
too.
Tim Preece, Canton, OH
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We are interested in carrying your channel on our cable system after checking out your website,
it looks very interesting, refreshing and different. Please let us know what is required, contracts,
rates, etc. Thanks very much.
Glenn Gore, Taloga CableTV, Taloga, OK
I just found your channel on my FTA satellite receiver and haven't been able to turn it off! It's
awesome. I love seeing all the lighthouses on Lake Michigan. Keep up the quality TV!
John Baker, Clinton, IL
Thank you for eScapes. I watch you on Massillon Cable tv and love it. Keep up the good
programming.
Jack DeLong, Lawrence, OH
LOVE your channel. Thanks for helping with the relaxation!
Denise Abbott, Sylvania, OH
I thought I should let you know that I love your channel and I feel that it has been spectacular
lately with the new selection of music and scenes. It was good before but you guys have really
outdone yourselves.
Maurice, Toledo, OH
Absolutely love your channel and Johnny Williams! Keep up the great work eScapes!
Jesse Durgin, Canton, OH
My husband and I listen to eScapes often. We very much enjoy your programing and musical
mix.
Luann Croy, Perrysburgh, OH
Just wanted to say I enjoyed your segment on the Eiffel tower, in Paris, France. I've never been
to Paris but I feel I am getting to know it well thanks to eScapes. Please keep the good work and
I will keep watching.
Marshall Pfoutz, Toledo, OH
Saw a beautiful drive through a California forest this morning it was wonderful, just like being in
the car we LOVED it so more please!! Thank you for such a wonderful station I am a reader and
the music is fantastic and when I look up there is always something wonderful to see My
husband loves it also. Thank you, again.
Caroline, Massillon, OH
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There are only 213 people that like the eScapes channel, what's up with that yall. Why haven't
everyone seen this channel. They are missing out on a lot. I’m trying to get the word out to
everyone I know. I tell them how awesome this channel is. I can’t go to sleep without it now.
Before I had to have total darkness before I went to bed, but now, I must have my eScapes
channel on. It sooths me.
Stephanie Flowers via Facebook
Your "After Dark" show is nice! Kick your shoes off and have a great day!
Brenda Gnias, Massillon, OH
There is no single description or word to define this product or service. Indeed, there are nearly
as many definitions as there are people – and, therein, lies the magic of eScapes. For some…or
one, it is: A compilation of beautiful pictures of far off places, seen on a television screen, a
computer screen, or any other screen designed to pluck pictures from the air; The sound of
those places, sometimes with a narrative of what is being seen; The sound of music, skillfully
performed and matched with pictures to excite or calm the mind; A sound and picture gallery to
sooth the soul and calm the clatter and clutter of everyday life; A fresh background to one’s
chores and travel through a day or a few moments of life; A media framework to gently attract
one’s attention to a more important message; A spark to ignite productive pondering, resting
and imagining a different and better tomorrow; A fresh media breeze of sound and pictures to
pique one’s imagination; A media experience absent of violence, pressure, or demands; A media
product for only watching, only listening, or embracing both; A calm media experience that is
simply unique; A media experience that prompts the mind to want for more. Yes, the definition
of this product really must reside in the minds of each who chose to partake of the opportunity
to sample it, savor it, and return to it.
Jack Caldwell, Detroit, MI, Former President of
Detroit Public Television- DPTV
Why are you not on T.V. daily? I love your music.
Henry McGhee, Grand Rapids, MI
I want to thank eScapes for being there for me during a healing time in my life. One year ago, I
was diagnosed with lung cancer. I had nine weeks of sleepless nights after surgery. You were my
companion every night and aided in my recovery. I am now a one year survivor!
Marcia Zarecki, Toledo, OH
I only wish my TV screen covered my entire wall while enjoying eScapes Network. Can you
imagine that?
Kathy Martell, via Facebook
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{Re: Clouds episode} Deeply stirred by music, songs and scenes so well in sync and tribute to my
Janie was most touching. She loved nature and music of all sorts and sang beautifully. Jon
Oswald and staff are the greatest...
William R. Williams, Perrysburgh, OH
I love your programming!
Christopher Crouch, Clovis, CA
I discovered eScapes while at my job at a local TV station. I think eScapes would be a wonderful
addition to Direct TV!
Roy Amick, Irmo, SC
You, as I have stated before, are one of the two channels I watch during the day.
Dale, Fresno, CA
I was at my sister’s house in Toledo, Ohio and she showed me the TV program and I fell in love
with it. My, this was so amazing I just love it. I live in Elizabethtown Ky and we can't get it. Please
let me know if there’s any way we can view this wonderful channel.
Willie Tennant, Elizabethtown, KY
Please keep this station on the air in the Fresno over-the-air market. This show is great. Love it
and the jazz. Thanks so much.
Dwain Glispey, Visalia, CA
I enjoy watching eScapes on 33-3 in Kingsburg CA. I watch 4-5 times a week. Your light jazz and
soft rock along with beautiful landscapes is very relaxing. I'd like a little more soft rock (James
Taylor, Seals and Croft etc.), that should date me.
Michael, Fresno, CA
I love your work...Where can I buy your videos to have them in my home TV? Thanks!
Irma Meyer, Miami, FL
eScapes is a very relaxing way to enjoy our day and we love having it on at bedtime to end our
days as well. The scenery is awesome and the music compliments. Wonderful - Thank You.
David B., Mader, CA
We are fortunate to receive your program here in this area, & I really enjoy watching & listening
to the nice, soothing, relaxing music that goes with your beautiful videos from the USA & around
the world! Thank ya so much for taking the time to read my email! Keep the videos of all kinds
coming & love your broadcast! Take care!
Rodney Leonard, Cortez, CO
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Please carry the escapes tv channel. This is truly a relaxing, and necessary channel for anyone
wishing to retreat to peace and tranquility while deprogramming from a long, loud day!
Penny Bodell, Monroe, MI
Thank you for good relaxing music and information on different places. I love having friends over
and they enjoy the music while having a glass of wine. Thank you.
Mary Hernandez, Kingsburg, CA
While traveling we found this great station that plays music and shows cam shots of areas
around the world. WE love it. Please add it to your channel list Brighthouse!
Ginny Norton, Titusville, FL
I have the basic cable package. I really would like to have eScapes on the basic {& HD} channels.
Don Crabtree, Sylvania, OH {@BuckeyeCablesystem}
Can you please start putting eScapes on Dish because I love the scenic nature to relax?
Russell James, Wilmington, NC
I love watching eScape{s} in the evening after dark.
Roberta Nichols, Toledo, OH
X-Finity Comcast, please add the eScapes Network to our service. Thank you!
Michael Albrecht, Orlando, FL
I would love this channel because it is relaxing tv at its best!
Louis Ruiz, Seaford, NY
I loved watching escapes on my DISH, I would often keep it on in the background and loved the
music and visuals! A lot of places shown also brought back memories as I said many times, hey, I
have been there!
Scott Greczkowski, Newington, CT
eScapes is very cool and relaxing. It would be a good option.
Judith Hudson, Novi, MI
{I} love this channel! I get to go to places I've never been before! Thank you!
Barbara Raines, Higginsville, MO, via Facebook
I am an older guy and really enjoy eScapes.
MrHhhh333 via YouTube
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You've got a great thing going except for the music. Just let us hear the natural sounds from
each location…Let us hear the waves and birds!
Sam Martin, Hamlin, PA
It's beautiful.
Maureen Degrazio, Lake Ariel, PA
This program is the BEST I have ever listened to. We love it. There are not enough words to
describe the enjoyment we get from listening and seeing the beautiful footage from around the
world. Thanks eScapes and Adams cable!
Jackie DeNike, Clifford, PA
eScapes Network, after the technical arrangements, works perfect for me (Hotbird 13°E). The
video quality is perfect, and there is no problem with the sound anymore. Thank you for
transmitting this awesome channel in Europe. I hope you continue to create great and even
greater program.
George Papas, UK
I happened to stumble across your network one afternoon and am hooked on it! What a terrific
thing you've got going! It's so relaxing to have on at night just for the music alone, but then to
see the great video of areas is amazing! Keep it up! Love it!
Robert Bevec, Toledo, OH
{I} just found escpaes tv on Hotbird --OH BOY!-- 11662 V 27500 DVB2 @eScapesTV what a great
idea--ah grew up in Canada west--ahoy from Germany!!
R.J. Mendera via Twitter, Germany
Just a message from me in England to say thank you for a great program of worldly views and a
great selection of music. All the best and also thanks to Hot Bird.
Derek Andrews, England
Please bring this network to DISH. So many of my family member love eScapes as well so myself.
You have music & travel all in one. Love it!
Lurline Brown, Chicago, IL
I would appreciate having this channel in mt 2nd home at Myrtle Beach, SC as I have it on my
cable in Massillon, Ohio...it is a wonderful concept especially for the elderly. Also, would be
excellent in nursing homes, hospitals and doctor offices. Thank you! PS: With such a busy it
would be nice to have this after a busy day to calm down and relax.
Susan Means, Myrtle Beach, SC
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DirecTV - I want to receive every single satellite channel there is on the planet, and that includes
this one. Please start carrying this channel as soon as you can, choices are sometimes a good
thing. I would appreciate it very much, Thank you.
Christopher Cromwell, Lexington, KY
We appreciate eScapes so very much. The pictures are just so beautiful, and they feed the soul.
Most of the music we don't care for since we are classical music lovers, but I do enjoy the new
age music on Spa. It's so relaxing and meditative. Usually we just press mute and enjoy the
wonderful photography. Thank you for being there.
Ted & Myra Lynn Ross, via Email
We just love your eScapes. Great music and wonderful places. I feel like we are on vacation
sometimes. Also very relaxing. We listen to this several times a day. Great choices. Thank you.
Gloria, via website on-line submission
Hello, your programme is a very interesting idea: beautiful slowly changing pictures of high
quality (HD). Sometimes the music is too much "easy listening". "After Dark" seems to be my
favorite part. I liked the nightly Chicago sequence including music of yesterday very much. I
receive you via Hot Bird 13°E. Will your channel be freely available in the future? Good to know
that are still Americans who are creating friends by such service instead creating "not-friends"
by spying. Kind regards, Bernd from Berlin
Brend Waniewski, Berlin, Germany
My wife and I are hooked on eScapes. We are retired and have eScapes tuned in much of the
day. My request is that the description of the on-air location be displayed either permanently or
more frequently.
Tom S., Jermyn, PA
I want to see the eScapes channel.
Doxhi, Greece via website on-line submission
Thanks for your services. Today, I saw San Francisco and Turkey.
Ed via website on-line submission
{It} Is really a big shame in this moment your channel eScapes Network is closed, in the recent
past, this channel stay FTA (free-to-air) for enjoy, one the best channels in the world. Please do
not close this wonderful channel. Thanks.
Jafet via website on-line submission
Being in England and have enjoyed your programs I'm sorry to say your Hotbird and Eutelsat
frequencies have disappeared. Can you tell me where your transmissions have gone. Many
thanks
Derek Andrews via website on-line submission
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